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,A  OPERACIØN  DEL  LABERINTO  EN  EL  TRATAMIENTO  DE  LA 
FIBRILACIØN AURICULAR EL ABORDAJE DE LA #LÓNICA -AYO
,A FIBRILACIØN AURICULAR &!	 TIENE UNA PREVALENCIA DE 
HASTA  EL    EN  LOS  GRUPOS  DE  EDAD  SUPERIORES  A 
 A×OS %L IMPACTO ECONØMICO ES SIGNIFICATIVO E INCLU
YE EL COSTE DE LA MEDICACIØN HOSPITALIZACIONES TERAPIAS 
AGRESIVAS Y EL TRATAMIENTO DE LAS COMPLICACIONES ,A &! 
ES UN FACTOR INDEPENDIENTE DE MUERTE Y AUMENTA EL RIES
GO DE INFARTO CEREBRAL ,A TERAPIA ANTICOAGULANTE NO ESTÈ 
EXENTA DE RIESGOS ! PESAR DE TODO EL TRATAMIENTO PRIN
CIPAL  DE  LA &! ES MÏDICO .UESTRO  ABORDAJE  QUIRÞRGICO 
DEL PROBLEMA EN LA #LÓNICA -AYO SE REFIERE EN GRAN PAR
TE A LOS PACIENTES DE CIRUGÓA CARDÓACA CON &! ASOCIADA
,A INTERVENCIØN DISE×ADA POR EL $R *AMES #OX CO
NOCIDA COMO  INTERVENCIØN DEL  LABERINTO  #OXMAZE	  SE 
DIRIGIØ A DESARROLLAR UN LABERINTO DE LESIONES QUIRÞRGICAS 
QUE RESULTASE EN UNA VÓA ÞNICA DE PROPAGACIØN DESDE EL 
NØDULO  SINUSAL  AL  NODO !6  ,OS  REQUERIMIENTOS  SON  LA 
ABLACIØN DE LAS ARRITMIAS LA RESTAURACIØN DE LA SINCRONÓA 
!6 Y LA PRESERVACIØN DE LA FUNCIØN DE TRANSPORTE AURICU
LAR %N LA #LÓNICA -AYO HEMOS REALIZADO MÈS DE  IN
TERVENCIONES SEGÞN LAS INCISIONES CLÈSICAS COMPLEMENTADAS 
CON CRIOLESIONES EN PUNTOS ESPECÓFICOS DE AMBAS AURÓCU
LAS %L  GRUPO MÈS  IMPORTANTE DE PACIENTES  ES  EL  DE  LOS 
QUE  TIENEN  CARDIOPATÓA  VALVULAR  Y  &!  ASOCIADA  %N  LA 
#LÓNICA -AYO HEMOS REALIZADO UN TOTAL DE  INTERVEN
CIONES DEL LABERINTO ENTRE  CON  BIAURICU
LARES  DERECHAS Y  IZQUIERDAS ,A MORTALIDAD GLOBAL 
FUE  ,AS EDADES OSCILARON DE  A×OS 5N  
DE  ESTAS  INTERVENCIONES  SE  REALIZARON  EN  PACIENTES  CON 
CARDIOPATÓA VALVULAR Y LA MORTALIDAD FUE DEL  ,A IN
CIDENCIA  DE &! EN  LA  HOSPITALIZACIØN  FUE  DEL    CON 
UN  DE IMPLANTACIONES DE MARCAPASOS ! UNA ME
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DIA DE  MESES SE REGISTRØ AUSENCIA DE &! EN EL  
DE LOS CASOS 3EGÞN ANÈLISIS DE +APLAN-EIER LA TASA DE 
AUSENCIA DE &! FUE DEL  A LOS  A×OS Y DEL  A 
LOS  A×OS  EN PACIENTES  CON &! PREOPERATORIA  AISLADA 
Y DEL  A LOS  A×OS Y  A LOS  A×OS EN LOS PA
CIENTES  CON  CIRUGÓA  VALVULAR  Y  DEL  LABERINTO  ASOCIADAS 
5NO  DE  LOS  GRUPOS  MÈS  BENEFICIADOS  ES  EL  DE  LOS  QUE 
PRESENTAN DISFUNCIØN VENTRICULAR  INDUCIDA POR  TAQUICAR
DIA YA QUE  LA &% MEJORØ DE  A  P  	 ,OS 
PACIENTES  CON  CARDIOPATÓA  CONGÏNITA  Y  &!  TAMBIÏN  SE 
PUEDEN BENEFICIAR DE ESTA INTERVENCIØN 
3E DEDICAN  IMPORTANTES  RECURSOS ECONØMICOS AL  TRA
TAMIENTO DE LA &! CON DIVERSAS FUENTES DE ENERGÓA CRIO
ABLACIØN  MICROONDAS  ULTRASONIDOS  Y  LÈSER	  Y  MUY 
DIVERSOS DISPOSITIVOS DE ELEVADO COSTE YA QUE UN TRANS
DUCTOR  DE  ABLACIØN  POR  RADIOFRECUENCIA  CUESTA  EN 
%%55   DØLARES 3EGÞN NUESTRA EXPERIENCIA LOS 
PACIENTES  TRATADOS CON  RADIOFRECUENCIA  TUVIERON  VE
CES MÈS POSIBILIDADES DE ESTAR EN &! EN EL MOMENTO DEL 
ALTA Y  VECES MÈS DURANTE EL SEGUIMIENTO
(AY VARIAS CONCLUSIONES DE NUESTRA EXPERIENCIA  LA 
INTERVENCIØN  DE  #OX  ES  SEGURA  EFICAZ  Y  EFICIENTE  EN 
GRUPOS SELECCIONADOS %N LOS PACIENTES CON DISFUNCIØN 
VENTRICULAR  SE  APRECIA MEJORÓA  DE  LA  FUNCIØN  SISTØLICA 
%N  LOS  PACIENTES  CON  CARDIOPATÓA  CONGÏNITA  Y  &!  ES 
EFICAZ  EN  LA  PREVENCIØN  DE  LAS  ARRITMIAS  TARDÓAS  !L 
ASEGURARSE  LA  TRANSMURALIDAD  LA  INTERVENCIØN  CLÈSICA 
DEL  LABERINTO  DE #OX  SIGUE  SIENDO  EL  PATRØNORO  EN  EL 
TRATAMIENTO DE LA &! 
!TRIAL  FIBRILLATION  AFFECTS    MILLION  PEOPLE  IN  THE 
5NITED 3TATES 4HE PREVALENCE RANGES FROM SEVERAL PER
CENT DURING  THE TH  AND TH  DECADE OF  LIFE  TO  AS HIGH  AS 
 IN THE TH AND TH DECADE ACCORDING TO POPULATION 
STUDIES SUCH AS THE &RAMINGHAM STUDY AND DATA FROM THE 
-AYO #LINIC 4HE ECONOMIC BURDEN IS SIGNIFICANT INCLUD
ING  THE  COST  OF  MEDICATION  HOSPITALIZATIONS  INVASIVE 
THERAPIES AND TREATMENT OF COMPLICATIONS !TRIAL FIBRILLA
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TION HAS BEEN SHOWN TO BE AN INDEPENDENT RISK FACTOR FOR 
DEATH  ACROSS  ALL  AGE  GROUPS  !TRIAL  FIBRILLATION  CLEARLY 
INCREASES  THE  RISK  OF  EMBOLIC  STROKE  4HE  THERAPY  OF 
ANTICOAGULATION IS NOT WITHOUT RISK AS BLEEDING COMPLICA
TIONS HAVE BEEN WELL DOCUMENTED PARTICULARLY IN ELDERLY 
PATIENTS  $ESPITE  THESE  FACTS  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  REMAINS 
PRIMARILY  A  MEDICALLY  MANAGED  DISEASE  /UR  SURGICAL 
APPROACH TO ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AT THE -AYO #LINIC DEALS 
IN  LARGE  PART WITH  PATIENTS  PRESENTING  FOR  CARDIAC  SUR
GERY WITH ASSOCIATED ATRIAL FIBRILLATION 4HE QUESTION WE 
FACE IS h3HOULD WE ADDRESS OR NOT ADDRESS THE RHYTHM 
IN  CONJUNCTION WITH  THE  PLANNED  CARDIAC  SURGICAL  PRO
CEDUREv 
4HE  UNIQUE  SURGICAL  SOLUTION  WAS  DEVELOPED  BY 
$R *AMES #OX NOW TERMED THE h#OXMAZE PROCEDUREv 
)T HAS HAD SEVERAL MANY ITERATIONS 4HE ORIGINAL CONCEPT 
WAS TO DEVELOP A MAZE OF SURGICAL LESIONS RESULTING IN A 
SINGLE PATH FOR ELECTRICAL PROPAGATION FROM THE SINOATRIAL 
NODE  TO  THE  ATRIOVENTRICULAR  NODE 4HREE  REQUIREMENTS 
WERE CONSIDERED FOR THE SURGICAL TECHNIQUE TO BE SUCCESS
FUL  	  ABLATION  OF  THE  ARRHYTHMIAS  	  RESTORATION  OF 
ATRIAL VENTRICULAR SYNCHRONY AND 	 PRESERVATION OF ATRI
AL TRANSPORT FUNCTION 4WO MODIFICATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL 
MAZE WERE MADE TO MINIMIZE CHRONOTROPIC INSUFFICIENCY 
AND MECHANICAL DYSFUNCTION OF THE LEFT ATRIUM 4HE INCI
SIONS AROUND THE SINOATRIAL NODE INCLUDED IN THE -AZE ) 
RESULTED IN CHRONOTROPIC INSUFFICIENCY DURING STRESS AND 
EXERCISE  0OSTOPERATIVE  LEFT  ATRIAL  DYSFUNCTION  ALSO  OC
CURRED AS A RESULT OF INTERATRIAL CONDUCTION DELAY DUE TO 
THE  INCISION ACROSS  THE DOME OF  THE ATRIA  IN  THE -AZE ) 
AND -AZE )) PROCEDURE -ODIFICATIONS OF THESE INCISIONS 
RESULTED  IN  THE  #OXMAZE  )))  PROCEDURE  4HIS  IS  THE 
PROCEDURE THAT WE HAVE PERFORMED MORE THAN  TIMES 
AT  THE  -AYO  #LINIC 7E  PREFER  THE  STANDARD  hCUTAND
SEWv  MAZE  OPERATION  CONSISTING  OF  THE  SET  OF  LESIONS 
DESCRIBED BY #OX WITH CRYOABLATION LESIONS AT SPECIFIC 
POINTS  ON  BOTH  THE  LEFT  AND  THE  RIGHT  ATRIUM 7E  HAVE 
INSTITUTED TWO SMALL MODIFICATIONS /N THE MEDIAL ASPECT 
OF THE RIGHT ATRIUM WE AVOID INCISION AND APPLY A LINEAR 
CRYOLESION  FROM  THE  CUT  EDGE  OF  THE  APPENDAGE  TO  THE 
SUPERIOR ANNULUS OF THE TRICUSPID VALVE 4HIS AVOIDS CUT
TING THE BRANCH OF THE RIGHT CORONARY ARTERY TO THE SINO
ATRIAL NODE 7E EXTEND THE LEFT ATRIAL ENCIRCLING INCISION 
TO THE ORIFICE OF THE LEFT ATRIAL APPENDAGE 4HE ORIFICE OF 
THE APPENDAGE IS THEN CLOSED WITHIN THE ENCIRCLING INCI
SION 7E BELIEVE THAT  THE ADVANTAGE OF  THE CUT AND SEW 
METHOD ASSURES FULL THICKNESS LESIONS PARTICULARLY AROUND 
THE PULMONARY VEINS RECOGNIZING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 
PULMONARY VENOUS TISSUE AS THE ORIGINATOR OF ATRIAL FIBRIL
LATION IN MANY PATIENTS
4HE  LARGEST  GROUP  OF  PATIENTS  UNDERGOING  THE MAZE 
PROCEDURE IN OUR SERIES IS PATIENTS WITH VALVULAR DISEASE 
AND ASSOCIATED ATRIAL FIBRILLATION WHO REQUIRE VALVE REPAIR 
OR  REPLACEMENT  %LIMINATION  OF  THE  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION 
ALLOWS PATIENTS TO REMAIN FREE FROM CHRONIC ANTICOAGULA
TION  IF  THE VALVE  IS  REPAIRED OR  A  BIOPROSTHESIS  IS  USED 
4HERE ARE OTHER GROUPS WE BELIEVE ARE APPROPRIATE CAN
DIDATES  FOR  A  SURGICAL  MAZE  4HESE  INCLUDE  YOUNG  PA
TIENTS  WITH  LIMITING  SYMPTOMS  PARTICULARLY  THOSE 
REFRACTORY  TO  MEDICAL  MANAGEMENT  4HERE  ARE  PATIENTS 
THAT PREFER A DEFINITIVE PROCEDURE IN CONTRAST TO A LIFETIME 
OF MEDICATIONS  THAT HAVE SIGNIFICANT  SIDE EFFECTS 3OME 
PATIENTS HAVE A MEDICAL CONTRAINDICATION OR A STRONG PER
SONAL PREFERENCE TO AVOID CHRONIC ANTICOAGULATION 4HERE 
IS A SMALL GROUP OF PATIENTS THAT HAVE SUFFERED A THROM
BOEMBOLIC  EVENT  WHILE  ANTICOAGULATED  7E  HAVE  ALSO 
IDENTIFIED  SEVERAL  UNIQUE  GROUPS  OF  PATIENTS  THAT  MAY 
BENEFIT  FROM  SURGICAL  TREATMENT  FOR  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION 
PATIENTS WITH  LEFT  VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION  IN  THE  SETTING 
OF  TACHYCARDIAINDUCED  CARDIOMYOPATHY  AND  PATIENTS 
WITH CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE WITH RIGHT ATRIAL DILATATION 
AND ASSOCIATED ATRIAL ARRHYTHMIAS 
! TOTAL OF  MAZE PROCEDURES WERE PERFORMED AT 
THE -AYO #LINIC  DURING  A  YEAR  PERIOD  FROM   
TO   4HIS  INCLUDED    BIATRIAL MAZES    RIGHT 
ATRIAL MAZES AND   LEFT ATRIAL MAZES /VERALL MORTAL
ITY WAS  /F  THOSE  PATIENTS UNDERGOING A BI
ATRIAL  MAZE  THE  PATIENTS  WERE  NEARLY  EVENLY  SPLIT 
BETWEEN THOSE PRESENTING WITH PAROXYSMAL ATRIAL FIBRIL
LATION  AND  THOSE  WITH  CHRONIC  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  4HE 
AGES  RANGED  FROM    TO    YEARS  3EVENTY  PERCENT  OF 
MAZE PROCEDURES WERE PERFORMED IN PATIENTS WITH VAL
VULAR HEART  DISEASE WITH PROBLEMS WITH  ATRIAL  ARRHYTH
MIAS 3IXTYFOUR PERCENT WERE  INTOLERANT  TO  THEIR ATRIAL 
ARRHYTHMIAS !PPROXIMATELY  ONETHIRD  OF  THE  PATIENTS 
HAD FAILURE OF MEDICAL TREATMENT %ARLY MORTALITY WAS  
$URING  HOSPITALIZATION  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  OCCURRED  TRAN
SIENTLY IN   OF PATIENTS REQUIRED PERMANENT PACE
MAKER INSERTION !T A MEAN FOLLOWUP OF  p  MONTHS 
THE  FREEDOM  FROM ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION WAS  "Y +A
PLAN-EIER ANALYSIS THE FREEDOM FROM ATRIAL FIBRILLATION 
WAS  LOWER    AT    YEARS  AND    AT    YEARS  FOR 
PATIENTS WITH  PREOPERATIVE  LONE  CHRONIC  ATRIAL  FIBRILLA
TION AND  AT  YEARS AND  AT  YEARS  FOR PA
TIENTS WITH COMBINED MAZE AND VALVE SURGERY 4HEREFORE 
OVERALL MORTALITY HAS BEEN VERY LOW WHEN PATIENTS ARE 
SELECTED  CAREFULLY  4HE  FREEDOM  FROM  RECURRENT  ATRIAL 
FIBRILLATION HAS BEEN EXCELLENT IN PATIENTS WITH PREOP
ERATIVE  PAROXYSMAL  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  BUT  SUBSTANTIALLY 
LOWER IN PATIENT PRESENTING IN WITH CHRONIC ATRIAL FIBRIL
LATION  4HE  FREEDOM  FROM  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  IN  BOTH 
GROUPS  EXCEEDS  RESULTS  REPORTED  FROM  CATHETER  BASED 
ABLATIVE PROCEDURES
!S MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY ONE OF THE SUBGROUPS THAT 
WE BELIEVE HAS SIGNIFICANT BENEFIT FROM THE SURGICAL MAZE 
PROCEDURE  ARE  THOSE  PATIENTS  WITH  TACHYCARDIAINDUCED 
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LEFT VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION FROM ATRIAL FIBRILLATION /F 
 PATIENTS WHO HAD ATRIAL FIBRILLATION WITHOUT ASSOCIATED 
VALVULAR  OR  CONGENITAL  HEART  DISEASE    PATIENTS  HAD 
DECREASED LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION PREOPERATIVE EJECTION 
FRACTION 	 4WENTY FOUR PATIENTS EXHIBITED SYMP
TOMS OF HEART FAILURE !T A MEAN FOLLOWUP OF  MONTHS 
ONLY ONE PATIENT WAS IN ATRIAL FIBRILLATION )N PATIENTS WITH 
SEVERE LEFT VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION EJECTION FRACTION  	 
THE EJECTION FRACTION HAD  IMPROVED FROM  TO  
P      )N  PATIENTS  WITH  PREOPERATIVE  CHRONIC  ATRIAL 
FIBRILLATION  THE  IMPROVEMENT  IN  EJECTION  FRACTION  WAS 
FROM  TO  P   4HE IMPROVEMENT WERE SUS
TAINED FROM DISCHARGE  TO FOLLOWUP AND CORRELATED WITH 
AN IMPROVEMENT IN FUNCTIONAL CLASS 4HESE DATA COMPARE 
FAVORABLY WITH HISTORICAL DATA  IN SERIES OF PATIENTS WITH 
DECREASED  LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION UNDERGOING SUCCESS
FUL  CARDIOVERSION  7E  BELIEVE  THIS  IS  AN  IMPORTANT 
SUBGROUP  TO  CONSIDER  SURGICAL  MANAGEMENT  OF  THE 
RHYTHM  AS  AN  ADJUNCTIVE  PROCEDURE  TO  THE  DEFINITIVE 
VALVE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT
0ATIENTS WITH CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE WITH ATRIAL AR
RHYTHMIAS  AND  A  DILATED  RIGHT  ATRIUM  APPEAR  TO  BENEFIT 
FROM A RIGHTSIDED MODIFIED MAZE PROCEDURE 4HESE ARE 
PATIENTS WITH TRICUSPID VALVE DISEASE OR RIGHTSIDED CON
GENITAL HEART DISEASE EXAMPLES ARE %BSTEINS ANOMALY 
AND  AN  ATRIAL  SEPTAL  DEFECT  )N  OUR  SERIES    OF  THESE 
PROCEDURES WERE PERFORMED IN ASSOCIATION WITH REPAIR OF 
THE CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE !TRIAL FIBRILLATION OCCURRED 
PAROXYSMALLY IN  4HE PRIMARY CARDIAC SURGICAL PRO
CEDURES WERE  TRICUSPID VALVE  REPAIR  OR  REPLACEMENT  IN 
 PATIENTS ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT CLOSURE IN  AND PULMO
NARY VALVE PROCEDURES IN  !T DISCHARGE  WERE FREE 
OF ATRIAL ARRHYTHMIAS  WERE IN SINUS RHYTHM %ARLY 
MORTALITY  WAS    /F    KNOWN  LATE  SURVIVORS   
WERE  FREE OF ATRIAL  ARRHYTHMIAS  OF  PATIENTS WERE 
IN  .9(!  CLASS  )  OR  ))  #LEARLY  MAINTENANCE  OF  SINUS 
RHYTHM CONTRIBUTES TO CONTINUED GOOD FUNCTIONAL CLASS IN 
THIS SUBSET OF PATIENTS
/NE OF THE PRIMARY IMPACTS OF ATRIAL FIBRILLATION SUR
GERY IS TO REDUCE THE STROKE RATE )NDEED IN RESULTS FROM 
7ASHINGTON  5NIVERSITY  THERE  WAS  A  MARKEDLY  REDUCED 
RISK OF STROKE IN PATIENTS WITH ATRIAL FIBRILLATION UNDERGO
ING A MAZE PROCEDURE COMPARED TO THE OTHER EXTREME OF 
THOSE  WITH  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  NOT  UNDERGOING  A  SURGICAL 
MAZE PROCEDURE 7E HAVE SHOWN THIS TO BE TRUE AS WELL 
(OWEVER THERE DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A SURVIVAL ADVAN
TAGE CONFERRED BY PERFORMING A MAZE IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
A VALVE PROCEDURE )N AN ANALYSIS DONE AT -AYO FREEDOM 
FROM  STROKE  OR  ANTICOAGULANT  RELATED  BLEEDING WAS  SIG
NIFICANTLY LESS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING A MAZE PROCEDURE 
COMPARED TO OPERATIVE CONTROLS IN ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AT A 
MEAN FOLLOWUP OF  YEARS 4HIS HAS BEEN CONFIRMED BY 
OTHER GROUPS 
4HERE  ARE  SIGNIFICANT  ECONOMIC  RESOURCES  BEING 
SPENT  ON  RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT  FOR  ALTERNATIVE 
ENERGY SOURCES TO PERFORM MAZE PROCEDURES 4HESE EN
ERGY  SOURCES  INCLUDE  CRYOTHERMAL  PROBES  RADIOFRE
QUENCY PROBES UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR	 MICROWAVE PROBES 
ULTRASONIC PROBES AND LASER PROBES !LL RESULT IN DAMAGE 
TO  THE MYOCARDIAL  TISSUE  HOPEFULLY  CAUSING  TRANSMURAL 
SCAR  WHICH  DOES  NOT  CONDUCT  ELECTRICITY  4HERE  ARE  A 
PLETHORA OF DEVICES  THAT HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED AND EVEN 
MORE LESION PATTERNS 4HE GOALS OF THESE NEW ALTERNATIVE 
ENERGY SOURCES ARE TO PROVIDE A LESS INVASIVE APPROACH 
SHORTEN  THE OPERATING  TIME  AND  SIMPLIFY  THE OPERATION 
4HERE  ARE  SEVERAL  SHORTCOMINGS  COMPARED  TO  THE  STAN
DARD CUTANDSEW MAZE 4HE COST IS HIGH BECAUSE MOST OF 
THE PROBES ARE DISPOSABLE &OR EXAMPLE THE COST OF A BI
POLAR RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION PROBE IS   53 DOLLARS 
COMPARED TO  53 DOLLAR COST OF THE SUTURE REQUIRED FOR 
THE  CUTANDSEW MAZE  AND  THE  CRYOPROBES  ARE  REUSABLE 
4HERE IS LOCAL AND REGIONAL TISSUE DAMAGE WHICH CAN BE 
WIDER AND DEEPER THAN THE STANDARD CUTANDSEW METHOD 
PARTICULARLY WITH UNIPOLAR DEVICES WHICH RELY ON TIME OF 
APPLICATION TO CONTROL THE DEPTH OF THE LESION 4HE LESION 
PATTERNS ARE OFTEN DIFFERENT  THAN THE #OXMAZE ))) AS THE 
ENERGY  SOURCE  DELIVERY  SYSTEM OFTEN  CANNOT  BE MANIPU
LATED INTO POSITION TO PERFORM THE STANDARD LESION SET 4HIS 
VARIATION IN LESIONS SETS RENDER THE DATA PRESENTED DIFFICULT 
TO INTERPRET 7E HAVE UTILIZED THE BIPOLAR RADIOFREQUENCY 
ABLATION SYSTEMS WITH OUR STANDARDLY PLACE CRYOABLATIVE 
LESIONS TO PERFORM THE BIATRIAL #OXMAZE )))  LESIONS IN 
  PATIENTS  BETWEEN  *ANUARY    AND  &EBRUARY   
4HESE  PATIENTS  WERE  MATCHED  WITH  PATIENTS  WHO  UN
DERWENT  THE  STANDARD  CUTANDSEW  METHOD  -ATCHED 
VARIABLES WERE GENDER  MALE  FEMALE BOTH	 AGE 
 VS  YEARS	 .9(! CLASS MEAN  VS 	 
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION TYPE  PAROXYSMAL  CHRONIC BOTH	 
AND  CONCOMITANT  MITRAL  VALVE  SURGERY    PATIENTS  IN 
BOTH	 7HEN  COMPARED  TO  THE MATCHED  CONTROLS  FEWER 
RADIOFREQUENCY  ABLATION  PATIENTS  WERE  FREE  FROM  ATRIAL 
FIBRILLATION AT DISMISSAL  VS  P  	 AND AT 
LAST FOLLOWUP  VS  P  	 5TILIZING LOGISTIC 
REGRESSION  FOR  MATCHED  PAIRS  RADIOFREQUENCY  ABLATION 
PATIENTS WERE  TIMES MORE LIKELY TO BE IN ATRIAL FIBRIL
LATION AT DISMISSAL  #)  	 AND  TIMES MORE 
LIKELY TO BE IN ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AT FOLLOWUP  #)  
	 .O OTHER COVARIATE WAS ASSOCIATED WITH ATRIAL  FI
BRILLATION STATUS AT HOSPITAL DISMISSAL OR FOLLOWUP 
4HERE ARE SEVERAL CONCLUSIONS THAT CAN BE DRAWN FROM 
THE  RECENT  DATA  DERIVED  FROM OUR  SERIES  OF  THE  SURGICAL 
MAZE PERFORMED AT THE -AYO #LINIC 4HE #OXMAZE ))) 
PROCEDURE  IS  SAFE  EFFECTIVE  AND  COST  EFFECTIVE  IN  SE
LECTED  LOWRISK  PATIENTS WITH  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION  IN  ASSO
CIATION  WITH  VALVULAR  DISEASE  OR  OTHER  CARDIAC  DISEASE 
REQUIRING SURGICAL INTERVENTION /THER PATIENTS APPROPRI
  #IRUGÓA #ARDIOVASCULAR  VOL   .ÞM  

ATE  FOR  THE  SURGICAL MAZE  INCLUDE  THOSE WITH MEDICALLY 
REFRACTORY ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AND CONTRAINDICATIONS TO AN
TICOAGULATION 4HESE PATIENTS WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE MI
NORITY OF PATIENTS  REFERRED  FOR CONSIDERATION OF  SURGICAL 
ARRHYTHMIA  THERAPY  )N  SOME  PATIENTS  ATRIAL  FIBRILLATION 
MAY  BE  THE  CAUSE  RATHER  THAN  THE  CONSEQUENCE  OF  LEFT 
VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION 3YSTOLIC FUNCTION AND FUNCTION
AL STATUS CAN BE SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED WITH THE RESTORA
TION  OF  SINUS  RHYTHM  BY  THE  MAZE  PROCEDURE  4HE 
IMPROVEMENT  IN  LEFT  VENTRICULAR  FUNCTION  IS  SIMILAR  TO 
THAT OBSERVED WITH CARDIOVERSION AND MAY BE BETTER THAN 
THAT ACHIEVED WITH ATRIAL VENTRICULAR NODAL ABLATION AND 
PACING )N PATIENTS WITH ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ASSOCIATED WITH 
CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE  A  RIGHTSIDED MAZE PERFORMED 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CARDIAC REPAIR OF THE DEFECT IS EFFEC
TIVE  IN  REDUCING  LATE  RECURRENT  ATRIAL  ARRHYTHMIAS  )M
PROVED  LONGTERM  MORBIDITY  IS  PROVEN  IN  PATIENTS 
UNDERGOING  THE  #OXMAZE  PROCEDURE  BY  REDUCTION  OF 
STROKE  AND  ANTICOAGULANT  RELATED  BLEEDING  (OWEVER 
THERE DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A SIGNIFICANT SURVIVAL ADVAN
TAGE  AND  CARE  MUST  BE  TAKEN  TO  SELECT  APPROPRIATE  PA
TIENTS #AUTION MUST BE IN EMBRACING ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 
SOURCES  FOR  REPLACEMENT  OF  THE  CUTANDSEWN  LESIONS 
"ECAUSE TRANSMURALITY CAN BE ASSURED THE STANDARD CUT
ANDSEW #OXMAZE ))) PROCEDURE REMAINS THE GOLD STAN
DARD FOR THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF !& 
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